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Traxon Global
eCommerce

Your comprehensive solution to 
navigating the complexities 

of ICS2 reporting

Simplify and accelerate your shipment
filings with Traxon Global eCommerce:

Import Control System 2 (ICS2) is a European Union (EU)
customs initiative designed to enhance security and safety in
international trade. The IT system was created to collect data
on all eCommerce goods entering the EU through an Entry
Summary Declaration (ENS) prior to their arrival.
As a purpose-built solution, TRAXON Global eCommerce
ensures compliance with regulatory standards, facilitates
efficient information exchange, and enhances overall visibility 
throughout the cargo handling and clearance processes.

Pre-Loading Process
The pre-loading process involves the electronic submission of
pertinent goods and cargo declaration data to authorities
before loading onto various vehicles such as aircraft, vessels, or
trucks. This preemptive submission allows authorities to
conduct risk assessments, process declarations, and make
release decisions before cargo departure. TRAXON Global
eCommerce facilitates referral management for additional 
actions (e.g., shipment scanning) or data corrections, 
empowering senders to manage these aspects. Our software 
also maintains a detailed history and archives data to ensure 
compliance with legal requirements.

Automate ENS Entry Summary
Declaration.

Support your legal compliance
processes with access to detailed
history and data archives.

Submit goods and cargo declaration
data before loading.

Stay compliant by transmitting pre
loading information required by
different local authorities.

Enhance supply chain planning with
immediate goods release.

Color coded dashboard with referral
management.

CHAMP Cargosystems’ Traxon Global eCommerce is your
comprehensive solution to navigating the complexities

of ICS2 reporting, offering tailored features to
ensure compliance, streamline processes,

and enhance overall visibility.

Benefits

Pre-Arrival Process
The pre-arrival process, TRAXON Global eCommerce supports
the electronic submission of relevant goods and cargo
declaration data to authorities before the actual arrival. This
includes essential declarations such as the Entry Summary
Declaration. Authorities leverage this data to conduct risk 
assessments and process declarations, enabling them to 
prepare release decisions in advance of the goods’ arrival at 
the port of entry. This proactive approach facilitates immediate 
goods release upon arrival, streamlining supply chain and 
logistics planning.
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Features

Make Traxon Global eCommerce 
your partner in navigating the 

ever changing compliance 
and regulation landscape

With the ever changing landscape of EU regulations coming into 
effect, CHAMP Cargosystems is dedicated to supporting you with 
your eCommerce regulatory requirements.

ICS2 poses potential risks for the eCommerce industry if air carriers, 
freight forwarders, express courier service providers or postal 
operators do not ensure they have the processes or technology in 
place to respond to these new requirements.
    
Traxon Global eCommerce can be leveraged to stay compliant
while looking at growing eCommerce business. Our platform 
agnostic, easily integrated software features robust encryption 
protocols, color coded dashboards and ensures compliance with 
ICS2 pre-load and pre-arrival declaration requirements.

Compliance Assurance
Ensures compliance with EU-ICS2
standards for both pre-load and prearrival
declarations.

Enhanced Visibility and Efficiency
Monitor and action any notifications
issued (Rfl, Rfs, DNL) and action any
referrals from a centralized dashboard.

Automate Data Exchange
Consolidate information from sender and
generate outputs in formats specified by
relevant governmental agencies.

Robust Encryption
Our tool features robust encryption
protocols for sensitive information
protection.

Open and Integrated
Benefit from a platform-agnostic software
that seamlessly connects to fellow Traxon
and Cargospot products.

Global Regulation Considerations
CHAMP regularly updates Traxon Global
eCommerce to support the latest
compliance initiatives.
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CHAMP Cargosystems provides the most comprehensive range of integrated IT solutions and distribution services for the 
air cargo transport chain. Our portfolio spans Cargo Management Systems, messaging and integration services through our 
Community Integration Platform and a comprehensive suite of eCargo solutions. These include applications to meet customs 
and security requirements, quality optimization, as well as e-freight and mobility needs. The products and services are well 
known under the Cargospot and Traxon brands.

Global Headquarters
CHAMP Cargosystems S.A.
Lux Tech Center building
2, rue Edmond Reuter
Zone d’Activités « Weiergewan »
L-5326 Contern

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
+352 268 16 100
+352 268 16 401 
info@champ.aero
www.champ.aero

CHAMP Cargosystems aims to maximize the efficiency and capacity of air 
cargo supply chain by providing a wide array of integrated IT solutions and 
distribution services. As of January 2022, it is a wholly owned subsidiary 
of SITA. CHAMP serves over 200+ airlines and GSAs, and links these with 
some 4,000+ forwarders and GHAs worldwide. Its solutions evolve with ever 
changing times to meet the needs of global transport logistics and facilitate 
trade.

For further information see: www.champ.aero            

CHAMP®, CHAMP Cargosystems®, Cargospot® are registered trademark rights owned by CHAMP Cargosystems S.A., Traxon® is a registered trademark right which is used with 
the consent of the owner. Specifications subject to change without prior notice. This literature provides outline information only and (unless specifically agreed to the contrary by 
CHAMP Cargosystems in writing) is not part of any order or contract.

Our Portfolio

CONNECTED THINKING FOR THE AIR 
CARGO COMMUNITY

About Us


